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Background: The dietary supplement industry offers many oral cosmetics that

purportedly assist in skin moisturization often with unclear evidence supporting efficacy

and safety. To update the accessible proofs pertaining to the safety and effectiveness

of oral dietary supplements to facilitate skin moisturizing via an all-around review

and meta-analysis.

Methods: Three on-line databases [Pubmed, Embase, and Cochrane Library

(CENTRAL)] were retrieved from January 2000 to November 2021. An overall 66

randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of skin care were recognized. Meta-analysis was

performed for dietary supplements with four or more available research.

Results: Oral collagen or ceramide resulted in a statistically significant increase in skin

hydration and a decrease in transepidermal water loss (TEWL) compared to placebo.

No benefits regarding the improvement of skin conditions in terms of water content

and TEWL were observed for lactic acid bacteria or Lactobacillus fermented foods.

A statistically significant and positive effect on skin hydration was observed for both

hyaluronan and procyanidin, with an unknown effect on TEWL due to insufficient RCTs.

There was a non-significant improvement in the water content of stratum corneum for

astaxanthin based on subgroup analyses. Among the dietary supplements trialed in

≤3 RCTs, the judgment regarding their effects on skin moisturizing was prevented by

inconsistent conclusions as well as insufficient research. All food supplements were safe

throughout the research (normally ≤24 weeks).

Conclusion: Oral dietary supplements, including collagen, ceramides, hyaluronan, and

procyanidin, were proven to be effective for skin moisturization. At present, for skin

moisturization, the proofs supporting the recommendation of other dietary supplements,

such as lactic acid bacteria and astaxanthin, are insufficient.

Systematic Review Registration: http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/PROSPERO/
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INTRODUCTION

Keeping the skin tender and beautiful is our common wish,
especially for females. Skin dryness highlight wrinkles, making
an individual look older. As the largest organ of the human body,
the skin serves as a barrier between the cells and the external
environment, covering most of the human body (1). The water
content (10% to 20%) of the stratum corneum is essential to
maintain the integrity of the structure and function of the skin
barrier system, which plays a decisive role in skin health (2).
Skin barrier dysfunction due to environmental factors or diseases
leads to skin dryness, roughness, and chapped skin, which is also
a most commonly seen skin problem, especially in winter (3, 4).
Topical moisturizers, as the most widely used components of
basic skin care (5), increase skin hydration by preventing water
loss from the skin surface, which is known as “moisturizing from
the outside.” Moisturizers are safer in contrast to conventional
medicines utilized by doctors (6, 7). Nevertheless, uncomfortable
skin reactions from topical preparations, like sensory reactions
or subjective sensations (no signs of inflammatory events), may
still be encountered after application (7–9). For example, facial
skin, which exhibits more sensitivity in contrast to other body
regions often, suffers from smarting, burning, and stinging
sensations among individuals using dermatological preparations.
Meanwhile, the skin, as living tissue, requires nourishment to
keep itself healthy (10). The needed nutrients are predominantly
derived from foods rather than merely topical preparations.

Over the past 20 years, the consciousness to realize “beauty
from within” has been growing. Hence, for the purpose of
maintaining a healthy lifestyle, people begin to ingest nutrients
from foods (11). Therefore, approaches based on dietary
supplements or functional food, known as “moisturizing from
the inside”, have aroused more and more interest. Actually, a
current innovation in the field of skin care is the intake of
dietary supplementations and the incorporation of the use of
topical formulations, which are proposed to improve both the
inner and outer appearance of the skin, aiming to restore the
deepest skin layers and ameliorate surface appearance radically
(7, 12). Therefore, here is the question: among substantial dietary
supplements, which one can assist in maintaining skin water
content and sustaining skin integrity?

Dietary supplements are defined as the dietary components
as follows: vitamins, minerals, herbs, and other plant extracts,
amino acids (AA), dietary substances utilized to elevate the
overall daily intake of food nutrients, or a concentrate,
metabolite, ingredient, extract or combination product of
the aforesaid substances (13). Maintaining good nutritional
status via intaking micronutrients, macronutrients and other
bioactive constituents are pivotal for skin health and appearance.
Substantial food supplements have been reported to exert
beneficial effects on whitening, anti-wrinkle performances,
and the removal of wrinkles and freckles, contributing to a
more youthful appearance (10, 11, 14). However, reviews on
the investigation of individual dietary supplements for skin
moisturizing are insufficient, even if it’s vital for skin care.
Moreover, the results obtained from many RCTs evaluating
skin hydration by the same food supplement are confusing

and even contradictory, causing trouble for consumers. The
scientific evidence pertaining to skin moisturized by dietary
supplements are often scarce and are usually derived from in vitro
or uncontrolled in vivo studies.

Despite the substantial available supplements, few have
enough, compelling and scientific validation regarding their
efficacy and safety. Different from pharmaceutic medicines
requiring approval prior to commercial application, dietary
supplements do not require clinical evidence.With the increasing
number of scientific publications and clinical studies aiming at
realizing beauty from within, it is necessary to compile and
analyze these data and assist in decision-making concerning
dietary supplements. Hence, the present study will review what
is currently known about dietary supplements with regard to
skin moisturizing, focusing on the potency and safety via a
comprehensive review and meta-analysis of RCTs.

METHODS

A review protocol was registered in advance in the PROSPERO
database (CRD42021290818). The present paper was completed
as per the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guideline involving recognition,
selection, eligibility, and inclusion (15).

Search Strategy
Three on-line databases were retrieved from January 2000 to
November 2021, as oral dietary supplements for skin health have
only been extensively studied over the last 20 years according to
the “results by year” function of Pubmed. The literature retrieval
was finished via search terms as follows: 1 skin hydration or skin
conditions or skin aging; 2) dietary supplements. These search
terms were adjusted for every database accordingly. The retrieval
method was fully presented in Supplementary Table S1. Merely
English language RCTs were selected herein.

Eligibility Criteria
Research was selected when it satisfied every inclusive
criterion below:

(1) Types of studies. Merely parallel-group randomized
controlled trials (RCTs) that evaluated skin conditions including
hydration or TEWL conducted in human subjects were selected.
This type of trial can decrease biases via randomization and
the parallel-group design to control participant differences
and they can introduce a control group that takes a placebo
supplementation or a lower dose of a supplement to eliminate
the placebo effect. Then, published papers must be peer-reviewed
articles with full text.

(2) Types of participants. Healthy individuals of any gender
or race, aged between 18 and 75 years were included. The main
exclusion criteria were as follows: (a) pregnancy, breastfeeding,
and various metabolic, cardiovascular, or hepatic diseases; (b)
serious skin related diseases such as atopic dermatitis, psoriasis,
and vitiligo; (c) regular consumption of any food, medicine, or
other supplements that affect skin conditions, including health
food, antioxidant supplements, retinoids, steroids, and any other
hormonal products.
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(3) Types of interventions. RCTs comparing dietary
supplements with a placebo or the lower dose of the same
dietary supplement were eligible. A Study was eligible regardless
of any extra life-style interventions utilized when the identical
regimen was utilized in the test and the control groups. Research
using a diverse regimen between the test group and placebo
group were discarded.

(4) Number of researches for each dietary supplement. Only
when there were at least two studies investigating the same
dietary supplement via assessing either of the two outcomes (skin
hydration and TEWL) would we include these researches in this
systematic review.

Study Selection
Two reviewers (Q.S. and G.Q. or J.W.) screened titles and
abstracts in an independent way. Full texts were imported into
Endnote (Version X9, Clarivate Analytics) when researchers
probably satisfied the inclusion criteria. Those full texts were
examined by two researchers (Q.S. and G.Q. or J.W.) in
an independent manner and evaluated against the aforesaid
principles for an eventual determination regarding the eligibility.

Data Extraction
The features of every research were listed in
Supplementary Table S2, involving research details like (author,
nation and year of publication), research populations (age), sex,
and health status), study duration (weeks), intervention content
of each group, daily dosage (mg), the form of applications,
testing environment [◦C room temperature (R.T.) and % relative
humidity (R.H.)], starting and ending times of the research,
measurement instruments, measuring sites in the skin and units
of measurement. Safety was evaluated between the test group
and placebo group against adverse events (AE), treatment-
associated adverse effects (TAE), and treatment-associated
withdrawals (TAW).

Other harvested data, like the baseline and endpoint measure
(average) and its variability SD (standard deviation) or SE
(standard error), were abstracted by GetData Graph Digitizer
when the research merely displayed outcomes as figures (16).
Those values with defined units for the results were introduced
into an Excel spread sheet. Two outcomes were captured:
moisture content and TEWL. The test areas on faces and arms
valued by women were preferred as the measurement areas to
evaluate moisturizing effects when studies provided data from
multiple measurement sites. The data of the supplementation
with the longest observation duration were extracted for certain
screened researches which carried out result measurements at
multiple temporal points.

Quality Assessment
Risk of bias (ROB) assessed by the normal ROB evaluation
tool for RCTs, according to the recommendation by the
Cochrane Collaboration (17), was independently examined by
two reviewers (Q.S. andG.Q. or J.W.). Such tool evaluates ROB in
seven items including selection biases (SB) (stochastic sequence
generation and allocation concealment), performance biases
(PB) (blinding of subjects and researchers), detection biases

(DB) (blinding of result evaluators), attrition biases (AB) (non-
complete result data), reporting biases (RB) (selective report),
and the rest of biases which involve other main imperfections
in the trial designs or methods (e.g., changed life habits during
the study, unstable conditions of test rooms badly influencing
the measurement results and potential conflicts of interests).
These seven criteria were assessed in each study, generating a
gradation of “low risk,” “high risk” or “not clear.” A criterion
was at a low ROB when the study adequately reported methods
without potential bias, based on the Cochrane Collaboration’s
guideline (17). Similarly, a high ROB was assigned to the trial
for a criterion when the research described a method unable to
remove underlying biases. Otherwise, the unclear risk of bias
would be assigned to the trial, if there wasn’t information or
inadequate information.

Statistical Analysis
Evaluation of Overall Effect Size
The RCTs were grouped according to the types of dietary
supplements, and Review Manager 5.4 was independently
utilized to finish meta-analysis for each group (18). Within
each group, studies would be further categorized into subgroups
including single-agent preparation and combination preparation
if there were more than one potential active ingredient in the test
food compared to the placebo. When there were at least four
studies of a dietary supplement via assessing either of the two
outcomes, meta-analysis was conducted.

The standardized mean differences (SMDs) for continuous
variables were calculated by means of the random-effect model
applied in statistical analysis. Mean difference was achieved by
the value at the endpoint subtracted from the value at baseline.
If standard deviations (SDs) variations from the baseline were
not reported, they would be calculated based on SDs values for
the baseline and final point in both the treatment group and the
placebo group by the formula:

SD =
√

SD2
baseline

+ SD2
final

− 2 × Corr × SDbaseline × SDfinal

Because the baseline–final correlation coefficients (Corr) were
notmentioned in these researches, a Corr value of 0.5 was utilized
(19), based on calculated values in most articles with sufficient
data ranging from 0.4 to 0.6. As for cases reported as the SE of
the mean (SEM), SD was determined by SD = SEM ×

√
n (n is

the number of participants) (19, 20).
In addition, if an identified research had several contrasts

(groups/treatment arms) between intervention and placebo,
for instance, low dosage and high dosage groups or face-
measurement and arm-measurement groups, then each
comparison would be identified as a separate trial. The sample
size of the intervention group was divided equally among the
contrasts to prevent the double counting of the participants
and subsequent unit-of-analysis error. If RCTs did not have a
placebo group for comparison and only compared the effects
of low dose intervention to high dose intervention, the high
dose group would be considered the test group and the low
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dose group would be the placebo group. Both the effect sizes of
moisture content and TEWL were expressed as SMDs with 95%
confidence intervals (CIs) because not all studies reported these
two outcomes measured by the same equipment and in the same
unit. A p < 0.05 had significance on statistics.

Evaluation of Heterogeneity
Heterogeneous statistics were estimated by Higgins I (I2) in the
legend of every figure with a forest plot. The I2 index represents
the proportion of the observed differences in effect sizes owing
to inhomogeneity instead of sampling errors in total variation
between studies (21). For example, an I2 of 0% represents
that the entire identified variations in effect sizes result from
sampling errors and an I2 of 100% represents that the entire
identified variations in effect sizes result from variability in the
true effect. I2 values of 0–25%, 25–50%, 50–75%, and 75–100%
are normally regarded as low, moderate, high, and remarkably
high heterogeneity, separately (22).

RESULTS

Identification of Researches
An overall 8,563 references were recognized (Figure 1),
involving 1,729 recognized by Pubmed, 5,434 by Embase,
1,400 by Cochrane Library, and 8 complemented by Google
scholar. After the screening process, 66 RCTs satisfied the
inclusive requirements.

Risk of Bias Within Researches
The review of every ROB item presented as percentages across
the entire selected research as per the judgment of the researcher
was displayed in Figure 2, and the judgment for every trial
was described in Supplementary Figure S1. Limited details in
research designs and methods were provided in most trials.
Hence, the risk of SB was mostly vague: merely 28 of 66 RCTs
(42%) sufficiently mentioned randomization, and 1 research was
considered to be at high risk. Only 19 RCTs (29%) reported
adequate allocation concealment and 1 study was thought to
have a high risk. PB was predominantly not clear (74%) with
17 research works noting the blinding process of subjects
or researchers and 1 study identified as high-risk. DB was
predominantly not clear (76%), with 16 research works identified
as low-risk. AB was low in 52 research works (79%), and only 1
research was regarded as at high risk. The risk of reporting bias
was unclear in 27 studies (41%), and 21 studies (32%) provided
concrete data and pre-registered their trials in a publically
available trial registry. Fourteen research works (21%) were rated
at a high risk of “other biases.” Commonly seen causes involved
potential clashes of interests, the maintenance of participants’
living habits, and insufficient details in physical environmental
conditions for hydration measurement.

Research Features
Supplementary Table S2 summarized the key features of each
study. The most frequently investigated dietary supplements
were Collagen (n = 16, 24%), Lactic acid bacteria (n = 14,
21%), Ceramides (n = 11, 17%), Polyphenols (n = 9, 14%),

Carotenoids (n = 7, 11%) and Hyaluronan (n = 4, 6%). Fifty-
nine of 66 randomized controlled studies were classified and
then gathered into a meta-analysis to evaluate the roles of
oral dietary supplements in skin moisturizing. Among the 59
trials gathered into a meta-analysis, 41 were conducted in Asian
countries including China, Japan, Korea, and Thailand. The
major participants were women with defined skin aging signs
like wrinkles and dryness at baseline, aged between 30 and
60. The formulations of test products and placebo included
capsules, beverages, and tablets in most trials lasting for 4 to
12 weeks. Furthermore, as physical environmental conditions
are crucial for measurement, the majority of the research works
were conditioned to the average values of relative R.T. (22 ◦C)
and R.H. (50%).

Collagen
Collagen was explored in 16 research works (n = 931), of
which 10 focused on single-collagen products (23–32) and six
of which highlighted combination preparation (CP) (33–38).
The active ingredients involved in the studies included collagen
peptides or hydrolysates with molecular weights ranging from
500 to 5,000 Da in 15 RCTs and sea fish cartilage that is rich
in collagen in the RCT of Primavera 2005. Fish (8 RCTs) was a
major source of Collagen besides porcine (1 RCT) and bovine (1
RCT) in the studies that provided origins of test products. The
dosages of collagen ranging from 1 to 10 g daily were reported
in single-collagen studies and the dosages ranging from 0.3 to
10 g daily were reported in combination preparations studies,
except for the RCT of Primavera 2005 (36) in which there was
no related description. No resemblance existed between the CP
formulations. The research duration was between 6 and 12 weeks.

More than half of the studies adequately reported
randomization including a computer-generated randomization
schedule and random number table, while the research of Bolke
2019 (33) was at a high risk of SB for alternating allocation of
subjects, and the research of Choi 2014 (24) was at high risks
of SB and PB for the failure to blind the patients or therapists.
The judgment regarding the risks of SB, PB, and DB was largely
prevented by insufficient reporting of trial designs and methods
across the research. Thirteen studies were at low risk of attrition
bias because they had low dropout rates and reported reasons
for exclusion. Four researches were at high risk of reporting
bias, as their trial registrations were absent, and merely graphic
representations or differences from baseline to endpoint were
provided and no absolute values were reported. As it was
impossible to judge whether or not the participants maintained
their living habits or if physical environmental conditions for
measurement were relatively stable, ten researches were at
unclear risks of other biases, and two studies were at high risks
of other biases due to the underlying clashes of interests because
certain researchers were employees of corporations that owned
the relevant dietary supplements.

The forest plot of the meta-analysis of 16 researches is
displayed in Figure 3 regarding combined moisture content
estimates between the intervention and placebo groups. The
meta-analysis of 10 researches (n = 609) of collagen as
a single preparation revealed remarkable effects on skin
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FIGURE 1 | Flow diagram for study selection process.

hydration, with an SMD + 0.77 (95% CI +0.60, +0.94; p<
0.00001) in contrast to placebo. However, the combination
preparations containing collagen exhibited unremarkable effects
(SMD +0.63 95% CI −0.10, +1.36; p = 0.09) in contrast
to placebo in 322 subjects. As a whole, the single-collagen
research displayed no inhomogeneity (I2 = 0%), but research
investigating CP exhibited remarkable inhomogeneity (I2 = 89%)
for reasons including multiple active ingredients and different
methods of measurement. Even so, on the foundation of the
overall effect size (OES) of 0.79 (95% CI = 0.55, 1.03), the
pooled analysis of studies for collagen supplements showed

remarkable amelioration in skin hydration in terms of statistics
(p< 0.00001).

In the meta-analysis with 6 trials (Supplementary Figure S2)
that estimated transepidermal water loss (TEWL), oral collagen
supplementation displayed a non-significant effect on the
outcome (p= 0.05) in contrast to the placebo group, with an OES
of −0.21 (95% CI = −0.42, 0.00). However, the single-collagen
preparation was considered to have a statistically significant
improvement according to the OES of −0.34 (95% CI = −0.63,
−0.04; p= 0.02). Therefore, those discoveries ought to be treated
with caution due to insufficient researches.
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FIGURE 2 | Summary of review authors’ judgements for each risk of bias domain.

Safety was discussed in 11 of the 16 researches, and none of
the 11 studies reported any adverse events due to the ingestion
of collagen.

Ceramides
Ceramides were examined in 11 researches (n = 601) over 6 to
20 weeks, nine of which focused on single-preparation products
(39–47) and two of which highlighted combination preparation
(36, 48). The active ingredients involved in the studies included
wheat or rice polar lipids (5 studies), vegetable ceramides (3
studies), ceramide-containing acetic acid bacteria (2 studies),
and ceramides from soy sauce lees (1 studies). Daily dosages of
ceramides were discussed in eight researches within the range
of 0.4 to 30mg. The formulations of the CP did not display
a resemblance.

An insufficient report in part of the researches made it hard
to judge the risks of SB, PB, and DB. Nine researches were at
low risk of AB (0–9.6% attrition) and one study was at high risk
(31% attrition). As for reporting bias, six of the 11 studies were
at unclear risk while three researches were at high risk because
of the lack of trial registration numbers and the use of graphical
representations or differences instead of absolute values. Two
of the 11 researches were regarded as high risk of other biases
on account of potential conflict of interest or both the lack of
detail regarding environmental conditions for measurement and
the uncertainty about whether or not participants maintained
living habits.

The meta-analysis of seven researches (n = 426) exploring
ceramides as single preparation displayed remarkable effects on
improving the water contents of stratum corneum of skin in
contrast to placebo [SMD 0.40; 95% CI 0.04, 0.76; p = 0.03
(Figure 4)]. The meta-analysis of two researches (n = 53) on
CP involving ceramides displayed no obvious benefits on skin
hydration with an SMD 0.63 (95% CI −0.67, 1.94; p = 0.34) in

contrast to a placebo because of much fewer studies. In those 2
subgroups meta-analysis, the entire researches were remarkably
heterogeneous (I2 = 64% and 80%, respectively) potentially
because of the diversity of ceramides sources including cereal
crop, soy sauce, vegetable, and acetic acid bacteria.

The meta-analysis was conducted in seven trials to evaluate
TEWL (Supplementary Figure S3), and a consequence that
oral ceramide supplement as single preparation remarkably
ameliorated the result (p= 0.003) compared to the placebo group
was achieved as per an OES of−0.29 (95% CI=−0.49,−0.10).

Eight of the 11 studies with respect to ceramides
discussed safety. Six reported no AE, whereas two
reported AE without treatment-related adverse effects or
treatment-related withdrawal.

Lactic Acid Bacteria
Lactic acid bacteria or Lactobacillus fermented food was explored
in 14 researches (n =884), ten of which focused on single-
preparation products (49–58) and four of which highlighted CP
(59–62). Seven studies reported the daily dosages ranging from
1×1010 to 40×1010 cfu over 4 to 24 weeks, and two studies
reported heat-killed Lactobacillus with doses between 25 and
50mg every day over 8 to 12 weeks. No resemblance existed in
the CP formulations apart from the researches of Kano 2013 (60)
and Mori 2016 (61), as these two studies had similar ingredients.

Details in trial designs and methods were commonly
inadequate in all researches, which made it hard to evaluate
SB, PB, and DB. Ten researches were considered at low risk
of AB (0–9.4% attrition). Four researches were identified to
be at high risk of reporting bias due to a lack of details in
trial registration and the absence of absolute values. Because
certain researchers were employees of the corporation that owned
relevant dietary supplements, the potential conflict of interest
automatically became the major reasons for the high risk of other
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FIGURE 3 | Forest plot of comparison: Collagen vs. placebo on skin hydration (SMD). The details of each study are reported in Supplementary Table S2. CI,

confidence interval.

biases in three researches, and the rest were at unclear risk of
other biases because there was no adequate information on their
conflicts of interests or measuring environments or living habits.

A non-remarkable effect on skin hydration was observed
for lactic acid bacteria as a single preparation in contrast to
placebo in 495 subjects of nine studies [SMD + 0.10; 95%
CI−0.08, 0.28; p = 0.27 (Figure 5)]. Combination preparation
containing Lactic acid bacteria, on the contrary, displayed
remarkable effects on skin hydration (SMD + 1.26; 95% CI
0.19, 2.33; p = 0.02) in contrast to placebo in 255 subjects of
three studies (Figure 5). It can be explained by the assumption
that galacto-oligosaccharides (63) or honeybush (64) included
in the combination preparation could produce benefits for
skin moisturizing. Meanwhile, the single-preparation studies
displayed a low heterogeneity in moisture content (I2 = 0%)
and the researches on CP were remarkably inhomogeneous (I2 =

92%), which resulted from complicated components contained in
the supplement products.

Furthermore, the forest plot (Supplementary Figure S4) of
the meta-analysis of seven researches (n = 576) in reference
to combined TEWL estimates between the placebo group
and the intervention group also showed a similar effect
that the single preparations generated non-remarkable effects
on TEWL (SMD −0.10; 95% CI −0.30, 0.10; p = 0.33)
in contrast to placebo in 389 subjects of five studies and
the combination preparations had a statistically significant
decrease in TEWL (SMD −0.45; 95% CI −0.75, −0.15;
p = 0.004) in contrast to placebo in 187 subjects of
two studies.

Nine of the 14 studies investigating Lactic acid bacteria
mentioned safety, five reported no AE, whereas 3 reported no
TAE, and 1 reported AE but no TAE.
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FIGURE 4 | Forest plot of comparison: Ceramide vs. placebo on skin hydration (SMD). The details of each study are reported in Supplementary Table S2. CI,

confidence interval.

Hyaluronan
Hyaluronan was examined in four studies (65–68) (n = 196)
as a single-preparation over 4 to 12 weeks. The daily dosages
of hyaluronan were 120mg in three RCTs and 200mg in one
RCT, respectively.

There were also no adequate details in trial designs and
methods across the researches, which significantly exerted a
negative impact on evaluating the risks of SB, PB, and DB. Three
researches were at low risk of AB for the low dropout rates and
detailed descriptions. Two researches were at unclear risk of AB
for the lack of trial registration. The research of Hsu 2021 was at
high risk of other biases, as two researchers were the employees
of the corporation owing the dietary supplement.

The meta-analysis of four researches (n= 196) on hyaluronan
as a single preparation generated remarkable effects on skin
hydration, with an SMD + 0.40 (95% CI 0.11, 0.68; p = 0.007)
in comparison to placebo (Figure 6). No researches containing
hyaluronan as a combination preparation reported the effect on
moisturization. For the outcome of TWEL, both the researches
of Michelotti 2021 (67) and Hsu 2021 (65) reported that the
HA group displayed significantly lower transdermal water loss
in the face over 4 to 12 weeks of intervention. Non-remarkable
differences in the arms versus the placebo group were revealed
by the RCT of Hsu 2021, which requires further validation in
the future.

All 4 studies mentioned the ingestion safety of HA. Three
reported no AE and one reported no TAE.

Polyphenols
Polyphenols were tested in nine researches (n = 495) as single-
preparation products. The active ingredients involved in the
studies included procyanidin (69–72) (4 studies), flavanol (73, 74)
(2 studies), and coffee polyphenols (75, 76) (2 studies), and green
tea polyphenols (77) (1 studies). The dosages of polyphenols were
mentioned in eight researches within a range of 15 to 1,400mg
every day over 6 to 12 weeks.

Details in trial designs and methods were also commonly
insufficient across the researches. Six researches were at low
risk of AB (0–9.3% attrition). Two researches were at high risk
of reporting bias for a lack of trial registration and the usage
of graphical representations or differences instead of absolute
values. The potential conflict of interest was the major reason for
the high risk of other biases in both the RCTs of Shoji 2020 and
Tsuchiya 2020b.

The subgroup meta-analysis of four researches (n = 248)
exploring procyanidin as a single preparation displayed a
significant effect on improving the stratum corneum water
content in contrast to placebo [SMD + 0.50; 95% CI 0.15, 0.86;
I2 = 40%; p = 0.005 (Figure 7)]. The subgroup meta-analysis
of flavanol and coffee polyphenols both showed no significant
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FIGURE 5 | Forest plot of comparison: Lactic acid bacteria vs. placebo on skin hydration (SMD). The details of each study are reported in Supplementary Table S2.

CI, confidence interval.

FIGURE 6 | Forest plot of comparison: Hyaluronan vs. placebo on skin hydration (SMD). The details of each study are reported in Supplementary Table S2. CI,

confidence interval.

benefits for skin hydration compared to placebo, probably
because of fewer studies. Nonetheless, the pooled meta-analysis
of all nine studies (n= 495) showed that polyphenols significantly
restored the moisture content [SMD + 0.58; 95% CI 0.25, 0.91;
I2 = 67%; p = 0.0006 (Figure 7)]. In these meta-analyses, the
studies on procyanidin were moderately heterogeneous (I2 =
40%) and the studies on other polyphenols were remarkably
heterogeneous, which, to a great extent, was due to insufficient

RCTs. Thus, further researches are needed to determine the
effects of polyphenols on the moisture content of the skin.

Four of nine studies investigated the influence of polyphenols
on skin TEWL. One study explored procyanidin; one study
explored flavanol; one study explored coffee polyphenols, and
one study explored green tea polyphenols. The RCTs on coffee
polyphenols and green tea polyphenols gave a positive effect on
decreasing TEWL, while a non-significant effect on reducing
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FIGURE 7 | Forest plot of comparison: Polyphenol vs. placebo on skin hydration (SMD). The details of each study are reported in Supplementary Table S2. CI,

confidence interval.

TEWL was obtained in studies on procyanidin and flavanol.
Thus, further researches are needed to determine the effect of
polyphenols on skin TEWL.

Four of the nine studies investigating polyphenols mentioned
safety. Two reported no AE, and 1 reported no TAE, and 1
reported AE but no TAE.

Carotenoids
Carotenoids were tested in seven researches (n = 599), three of
which focused on single-preparation products (78–80) and four
of which highlighted combination preparation products (48, 81–
83). The active ingredients involved in the studies included
astaxanthin (five studies), zeaxanthin (two studies), and lutein
(1 study). Five studies reported the daily dosages of astaxanthin
between 2 and 4mg, which were administered over 6 to 12 weeks.
The dosages of zeaxanthin and lutein, which were reported in
one study as a combination preparation product were 0.3mg and
5mg daily, respectively.

Details in trial designs and methods were commonly absent
across the researches, apart from the research of Ito 2018b which
was judged to be at low risks of SB, PB, and DB. The risk of
AB was low in five researches (0–8.8% attrition). Four of the
seven researches were regarded as having high risk of reporting

bias for the lack of trial registration and the usage of graphical
representations rather than absolute values. Three of the seven
researches were at high risk of other biases caused by the potential
conflict of interests in two RCTs and the lack of details on life
habits and test environment in one RCT.

The meta-analysis of three researches (n = 99) exploring
astaxanthin as a single preparation displayed a non-significant
effect on improving stratum corneum water content in contrast
to placebo [SMD + 0.45; 95% CI −0.05, 0.95; I2 = 29%; p =
0.08 (Figure 8)]. Although the meta-analysis of all 5 researches
(n = 159) exploring astaxanthin showed a significant effect
on improving skin hydration in contrast to placebo [SMD
+ 0.59; 95% CI 0.09, 1.09; I2 = 46%; p = 0.02 (Figure 8)],
the consequence might be resulted from the collagen and
tocotrienol in the combination preparation products. None of
the five studies explored the effect of astaxanthin on skin TEWL.
Zeaxanthin and lutein were excluded from meta-analysis, as
no studies investigated them as a single preparation though
statistically significant improvements in hydration were observed
after the intake of them as combination products in both
two studies.

Four of the 7 studies reported safety and no adverse events
were found during treatment.
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FIGURE 8 | Forest plot of comparison: Astaxanthin vs. placebo on skin hydration (SMD). The details of each study are reported in Supplementary Table S2. CI,

confidence interval.

Aloe
Aloe extract was examined in three studies (84–86) (n =
244) as a single-preparation product over 8 to 12 weeks.
The daily dosages of aloe vera gel powder were reported
in two studies as 0.25 and 0.5 g, respectively. All studies
were rated as low risks of SB, PB, DB, and AB. None of
the studies was at a high risk of reporting bias or other
biases. Of the three researches, only one study revealed a
statistically remarkable difference in skin moisture of +8.7 au
compared to placebo, and 1 research mentioned a statistically
significant difference in TEWL of −1.1g/h/m2 in contrast
to placebo. Safety was discussed in three trials without
treatment-related adverse effects, and one study with adverse
events reported similarities between the treatment group and
placebo group.

Turmeric
Turmeric or Curcuma longa was explored in two researches
(87, 88) (n = 75) over 4 to 8 weeks. One study explored
the roles of a hot water extract of C. longa (WEC) in skin
conditions as a single agent and herb preparation in combination
with curcumin. Another study compared the effects of turmeric
tablets vs. placebo on skin barrier function. Both studies were
at a low ROB for the majority of domains with adequate
reporting of the trial designs and methods. No studies were at
a high risk of other biases. Clinically and statistically, 1 study
displayed a remarkable (about +30.5 au) effect on the moisture
content in facial skin between +10.7 and +50.3 au compared
to placebo. Both studies showed no remarkable diversities in
transepidermal water loss between the turmeric group and
placebo group. Safety was discussed in both trials and the
quantity of AE displayed no difference between the treatment
group and placebo group.

Porcine Placenta Extract
Porcine Placenta Extracts were explored in two researches (89,
90) (n = 65), one of which focused on a single-preparation
product, and the other highlighted a combination preparation
combined with MCT oil, fish oil, olive oil, and other kinds
of oils. The daily dosages of Porcine Placenta Extracts were
reported in two studies as 0.2 and 0.6 g over 4 to 24 weeks.
Both studies were at low risks of SB, AB, and RB, nevertheless,
both of them were at high risks of other biases as a consequence
of the potential conflict of interests or inadequate reporting
on life habits and test conditions. Clinically and statistically, 1
study reported a remarkable increase in hydration on both the
cheeks and arms and a decrease in TEWL on the arms. However,
another study reported that there were no different changes in
skin hydration and TEWL values in the facial skin between
the placebo group and test group. Safety data were mentioned
in the two researches, with no AE emerging in the test and
placebo groups.

DISCUSSION

The present research selected 66 RCTs regarding dietary
supplements for skin moisturizing, involving an overall
4,090 subjects. “Skin hydration or stratum corneum water
content” as the first outcome and “transepidermal water
loss (TEWL)” as the second outcome was applied to assess
the effect of dietary supplements on skin moisturizing.
In healthy skin, TEWL is directly proportional to skin
hydration. However, the inverse ratios of TEWL and
skin moisturization are common in substantial skin
illness (91), e,g., elevated TEWL with reduced skin
moisturization is observed in atopic dermatitis and
keratinization disorder.
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Oral Dietary Supplement Effects on Skin
Moisturizing
Figure 9 displays the results of meta-analyses regarding the effect
of dietary supplements onmoisturizing. Inmost cases, the dietary
supplement either produced a significant benefit for improving
dryness with decreased TEWL or produced a non-significant
effect on moisturizing with unnoticeable changes in TEWL.
For example, the meta-analysis displayed that certain dietary
supplements exert a statistically remarkable effect on increasing
skin hydration and reducing the values of TEWL compared
to placebo, including collagen as a single agent, ceramides
as a single agent, and lactic acid bacteria as a combination
preparation. Meanwhile, no statistically significant effects on
both skin hydration and TEWL were observed for collagen as a
combination preparation and lactic acid bacteria as a single agent.

Most dietary supplements as combination preparation had
exactly the opposite effect on moisturizing in contrast to those
as a single agent. We prefer the latter to the former for reasons
as follows. First, there was a lower statistical heterogeneity in
the studies investigating the supplements, as a single agent,
e.g., owing to the lack of statistical inhomogeneity (I2 =
0, Figure 3), it’s more dependable to consider that within
the 2 types of treatment, the oral collagen supplement, as
a single agent, could significantly increase skin hydration,
compared with the control group. Second, insufficient studies
investigating dietary supplements as combination preparations
were included in the research on moisturizing, especially,
since there were only 2 RCTs investigating ceramide as a
combination preparation. Finally, it is unreasonable to ignore
the potential false positive results in studies investigating
combination dietary supplements containing ingredients with
positive effects on skin care or the potential false negative
results in studies investigating combination dietary supplements
containing ingredients with negative effects on skin protection.
For instance, in studies investigating lactic acid bacteria or
astaxanthin as a combination preparation, there were many other
ingredients with positive effects on skin care, such as honeybush
extract, galacto-oligosaccharides, or collagen, which might cause
false positive results to some extent. Therefore, in order to assess a
specific dietary supplement, its application effect, as combination
preparation, on skin health was a less useful guide for skin
moisture assessment, and will not be taken into account in the
following analysis.

In view of the aforesaid results, the meta-analyses
demonstrated that both collagen and ceramides exhibited
statistically significant effects on improving skin hydration
and causing lower values of TEWL. Lactic acid bacteria or
lactobacillus drink displayed a non-significant benefit for skin
moisturizing as per the outcomes herein. Oral hyaluronan
was also beneficial for improving skin dryness, whose effects
on TEWL need further research because of insufficient RCTs.
As for polyphenols, by subgroup analysis, no statistically
significant effects on moisturizing dry skin were seen, apart from
procyanidin which had an unclear impact on TEWL owing to
inadequate RCTs. The conclusion might be remarkably different
according to the gathered outcomes of meta-analysis regarding

skin water content if more studies researching polyphenols were
included in the subgroup meta-analysis. The meta-analysis on
the roles of astaxanthin in skin hydration, however, displayed a
significantly different result compared with the study of Zhou
2021 (92) which neglected the potential false positive result. In
terms of presenting data, by ruling out the possible influence
of other ingredients with positive effects, we tended to think
that astaxanthin had a non-significant effect on skin hydration
according to the result of the subgroup meta-analysis, which
was consistent with the conclusion from the study of Tominaga
2012 (93).

Statistically and significantly improved skin conditions were
observed for other dietary supplements such as Aloe compared
to placebo in a few articles, but each of these was explored in
3 or even 2 researches. Therefore, meta-analysis made no sense
for these supplements. Therefore, there is an urgent need for
longer RCTs with bigger sample sizes and the usage of objective
dermatologic methods to obtain more dependable outcomes
pertaining to the effects of dietary supplements on skin health.

Safety data were mentioned briefly in most research on
RCTs underpinning the present paper. Based on the insufficient
available data, we can conclude that the application of dietary
supplements in skin care is basically safe as no treatment-related
adverse effects proposed in reports were included in this review.

Mechanism
Although some of these dietary supplements have long been
one of the most popular supplements for skin moisturizing, the
precise potential causal link related to the avoidance of skin
dryness by these supplements remained elusive.

The stratum corneum, as the outermost tier of the epidermis,
protects the organism from water loss, serving as a thin physical,
chemical, and immunological barrier. It is of great importance
to maintain epidermal physiologic homeostasis such as a proper
moisture level for the normal proliferation and differentiation
of the epidermis. Epidermal water-holding capabilities tightly
regulate the water content in or on the skin and they depend on
three major components (2, 94): one is normal keratinization as
well as a natural moisturizing factor (NMF) within corneocytes;
the other is the orderly arrangement of the SC intercellular lipids
to prevent transepidermal water loss (TEWL) via corneocyte
adhesion to form this barrier. At last, it has been found that
the water-transporting protein AQP3 in the viable epidermis and
tight junction architectures at the junction between the stratum
granulosum and SC is related to skin barrier function via water
transportation in the skin.

The oral intake of collagen peptides has been found to increase
the moisturizing capacity of the skin by enhancing the moisture
content of the stratum corneum. Collagen is well absorbed into
the body in the form of amino acids (AA), dipeptides, and
tripeptides after ingestion via the oral route (95). Some research
works have displayed the remarkable absorption of two main
CPs, i.e., prolyl-hydroxyproline (Pro–Hyp) and hydroxyprolyl-
glycine (Hyp–Gly) that exert chemotaxis on dermal fibroblasts
and reinforce cellular proliferative ability (27). In addition, Pro-
Hyp reinforces the generation of hyaluronic acid which has
been discovered to be pivotal for keratinocyte proliferation
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FIGURE 9 | Summary of meta-analysis of studies reporting the effect of dietary supplements on skin moisturizing.

and differentiation (96) by up-regulating hyaluronic synthase 2
(HAS2) mRNA contents (25). Moreover, orally administered CP
was found to promote filaggrin expression (97) which is involved
in the maintenance of the internal structure of keratinocytes, the
increase of the level of NMF constituents, and the repair of skin
barrier functions to improve TEWL.

Ceramides (CERs), as vital constituents of the intercellular
lipids of the SC, are vital for establishing and sustaining the
water-preserving performances of the skin. The sphingoid base
architectures in SC CERs are produced by the decomposition of
extracutaneous lipids deriving from the general diet and can’t
be synthetized de novo by ourselves just like indispensable fatty
acids, sphingosines, and sphinganines (39). Orally administered
plant glucosylceramides (GlcCERs) derived from rice and konjac
can elevate epidermis CERs by mechanisms including direct
localization and usage of absorbed diet CERs in the epidermis
without any metabolism conversion, the usage of exogenetic
GlcCERs metabolins by keratinocytes to establish their own
sphingolipids or the generation of skin CERs by metabolins
(98). Other proposed mechanisms regarding skin barrier
improvement include the stimulation of collagen synthesis (40),
the inhibition of matrix proteases (40), and the elevation of
the expression of aquaporin-3 (46). The improvement in skin
moisture content resulting from the oral intake of ceramides
is likely to be induced by the combination of the mechanisms
described above.

Although meta-analysis on the effect of lactic acid bacteria
on skin moisturizing showed a non-significant result compared
to placebo, a small number of studies indicated a slight
improvement in skin barrier function after the daily intake of the
lactic acid bacteria beverage. Phenols, like phenol and p-cresol,
as the metabolins of aromatic amino acids generated by intestinal
microbes, are considered biologically active toxins and serum
markers of gut milieu disturbance (99). It has been revealed
that phenols are capable of disturbing the differentiative activity
of monolayer-cultivated keratinocytes in vitro and that phenols
generated by intestinal microbes accumulate in the skin through
the circulation and are capable of disturbing the differentiative
activity of keratinocytes in hairless mice (100). As a tool to
modulate gut microbiota, probiotics are anticipated to assist in
sustaining a healthy skin via the reduction of phenols generation
via intestinal microflora (101). Nonetheless, it may not act rapidly
and directly on the stratum corneum and may have an obvious

effect only on people with intestinal flora disturbance, compared
to collagen and ceramide.

As essential components of skin, hyaluronan plays an
important role in water absorption and decides skin water
contents. After the ingestion of hyaluronan, both the partly
depolymerized and the completely intact HA are absorbed and
distributed to the skin, which increases HA production in human
fibroblasts and promotes cellular proliferative ability in the
production of mankind fibroblast populated collagen lattices
(102). As a result, this elevation of the cellular quantity inhibits
the skin’s moisture loss, which contributes to moisturizing
the skin.

Polyphenols and carotenoids, as the best-known antioxidants,
have been widely applied in whitening and wrinkle defense.
Procyanidin, belonging to polyphenols, has shown a potential
benefit for reducing dry skin based on the relevant meta-analysis.
An increase in the expression of aquaporin 3 (AQP3) can be
attributed to the mechanism pertaining to the improvement of
the moisture contents of the stratum corneum by procyanidin
which plays an important role inmaintaining skinmoisturization
(103). Astaxanthin, as a member of carotenoids, exerts a positive
effect on diluting the melanin and removing oxygen-derived free
radicals (104), despite the non-significant result of meta-analysis
on skin moisturizing.

In summary, the detailed mechanisms of oral skin
moisturizers are complex, however, the aforementioned
supplements concerning moisture retention of skin share
a common characteristic that they directly or indirectly
supplement the nutrients for healthy skin so as to repair the
skin barrier and function, achieving the improvement of skin
hydration. Therefore, even though many foods such as fruits
and vegetables can replenish the body’s water, they cannot
fundamentally restore the water storage capacity of the stratum
corneum, resulting in persistent dry skin.

CONCLUSION

Holistically, many of the dietary supplements produced a
statistically significant effect on skin moisturizing compared
to placebo, whereas there were still substantial skin-friendly
supplements presenting no obvious beneficial effects on
moisturizing. Some dietary supplements warrant more
exploration via larger and more stringent research to identify
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the effect size, especially when it comes to polyphenols,
carotenoids, aloe, and certain supplements merely reported
by one research. Massive selected researches were small and
lacked satisfactory quality in terms of designs and methods.
Future studies have to ensure that trials are performed
and reported using methods harboring as little bias as
possible and in accordance with the CONSORT Statement
for the report of clinic trials (105). At present, merely
oral dietary supplements including collagen, ceramides,
hyaluronan, and procyanidin are proven to be effective
in skin moisturizing, whereas for skin moisturizing, the
evidence supporting the recommendation of other dietary
supplements, such as lactic acid bacteria and astaxanthin, is
still insufficient.
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